
FEMALE  EMPOWERMENT  +  EXPRESS ION

FOR FEMALE PROFESSIONALS AND LEADERS WHO WISH TO EXPLORE AND
EMBODY THEIR  (AUTHENTIC )  VOICE & 

TO EMBRACE THE DIV INE FEMININE IN THEIR  LEADERSHIP .

CALL PREPARATION GUIDE

the embodied 
voice

Method
EMBODY YOUR VOICE. TRUST YOURSELF.



book your discovery call

HI BEAUTY,

I am really looking forward to our call! 

I know what it's like to resonate with a new coach or mentor and feel called to work with
them, but also feel unsure about whether their approach and energy is right for you. 

That's why I created this call guide: not only to help you get the most out of our initial time
together as we dive into your beliefs and mindset, your feelings around your voice, your
professional calling or visionary creations and future goals -- but also to help you
understand more about my methodology and approach.

From this guide, you'll be able to decide if my program aligns with you (and if we're not in
alignment, no worries, we'll just cancel the call). 

Ready to learn more? Let's dive in! 

Jenee Halstead
Expression and Embodiment Coach, Founder of Inner Song

https://calendly.com/jenee-halstead/free-discovery-call


YOU WANT TO FREE YOUR VOICE &
EXPRESSION
...so that you can live in alignment with who you truly ARE.

...so that you can create and lead in your own unique way.

YOU ARE READY TO ACCESS YOUR INNER
AUTHORITY

...so that you can make powerful impact in a world that needs

healing and new ways of being.

YOU WANT TRUST YOURSELF AND YOUR
VISION

BEFORE WE DIVE IN...
IS THIS YOU? 

I know you want to feel like a powerful woman, unwavering in your vision of what

you’re creating in the world. You want to have badass boundaries that never let

you get thrown off track by things that don’t matter. But you know deep down, you

get caught up in bullshit and drama - and it keeps you from feeling seen, valued

and respected.

 

To live life as the powerful woman you
know you are, you need to accept your

voice. Not only accept it - but then, fall
in love with it.

 

There’s so much trauma underneath the denial of your voice. It’s only when you

value your voice that you can value yourself.

 



Go Outside
Nature Helps To

Recenter And
Ground You

Except you don't. You get red in the face with every word you speak.
You second guess everything you say. And your constant self-

censoring and endless apologizing is exhausting. But you’re on auto-
pilot, and you don’t know how to stop.

 

This makes you feel Invisible.
Dismissed. Ashamed. Passed over.

Wrestling with yourself. Speechless.
Locked up. In your own prison.

 

 

 

The problem is that you’re looking around at everyone else to
validate you - when in fact, your vision is so trailblazing, so

legendary, so out of the status quo that you need to do what
you’ve been avoiding this whole time.

 
You need to choose yourself.

 



I believe that your vision and your voice is ahead of
its time. And it’s just not right that you aren’t

giving yourself permission to express yourself. And
deep down you know it's why your most visionary

work isn't created yet.
 

You and I both know that the divine feminine and feminine wisdom is now coming fully
online on our planet. The old world (that does not value the planet, all beings on it and

sustainable and renewable efforts) is crumbling.
 

No one is coming to save you. You have to claim your
voice yourself now because our world depends on it.

 

 

 

 

 

 
Your leadership and ingenuity is needed now more than ever to help solve some of the

planet's most pressing issues. They will be solved with the three superpowers that women
often access naturally: resourcefulness, creativity and intuition.

 
When you start to trust and own your unique voice…

 

When you start to recognize and honor your natural talents and skills…

 

When you start to tap into your higher wisdom and self knowledge…

 

...you will step into the world you truly belong in. This is where you live the life of your dreams...

 

...a life where you are in the right place...

 

...you are honored for your contribution...
 

...and where you create the highest and best
outcome for yourselves, others and the planet.



In all  my years of taking care of others and

putting others'  needs before me, I now had to

face my vulnerabilities and grief.  I  started to

learn that putting others before me was a way

of protecting myself.
 

At a young age I was taught that speaking up meant

getting the belt or worse. For decades I was trained to

bury my secrets and my shame deep inside and to

please everyone around me to survive. I took on the

feeling of making sure I pleased the person that scared

me the most. By the time I was 30, I actually wasn’t sure

what I even enjoyed in my life.

I hit my rock bottom in the form of a healing crisis. I was

diagnosed with a hypothyroid and ovarian shutdown. It

rendered me infertile, grief stricken and defeated.

Listen. I get it.
I've been there.

 

Over the last  20 years ,  I  have reclaimed myself  from chi ldhood sexual abuse and PTSD. I
am a wild ,  untamed,  mult i -orgasmic woman who speaks my mind and f ights for the

underdog. I  am unapologetic in my need for freedom and to move from the river of my
female psyche. My countless cert i f icat ions in Vocology (vocal science) Body Talk ,  Natural

Force Healing ,  energy work in the Mayan Curadero l ineage,  Divine Intervention and
womens’  communit ies ,  combined with my 20 year music career as a performer and

songwriter have led me to one conclusion -
 

Your authentic sound is so much deeper than your voice. It is your value in
the world. And here’s how I’ll teach you to do this, too.

 

Here's how we do it:
 



the EMBODIED VOICE
METHODOLOGY

BY JENEE HALSTEAD

THE
EMBODIED

VOICE
METHOD

Go Outside
Nature Helps To

Recenter And
Ground You

1
Harmonize

Your Female
Nervous
System

2
Activate &

Unleash Your
Sound

Current

3 
Communicate

from Your
Vaginal Voice



Here's how it works.
In The Embodied Voice Method, I will take you through my 3 step process:

HARMONIZE YOUR FEMALE NERVOUS SYSTEM
First, we tune into and connect with our Divine Femininity and magnetic (being) energy. We

honor the qualities and energies of the female nervous system and the intelligence that

comes from feminine knowing. We take inventory of the places where we have been out of

balance with our own internal masculine and feminine and we start to recognize where we

need to nurture this balance within ourselves.

Next, we recognize the patterns of invisibility or trauma that have manifested from the

patriarchal persecution wound that have shut down our voice that either numbed or

created a hyper vigilant feminine nervous system (or both). We work with sound and

energy healing to release these feelings and to gain more sensitive awareness in our body.

We begin to honor the depth and expansiveness of our gorgeous female nervous system

and intuitive wisdom.

01.

ACTIVE & EMBODY YOUR SOUND CURRENT
Now that you are rooted in your female power and sensitivity, we activate and open up

your physical voice. We dive into embodying your vocal resonance by using tools that help

you feel and place the sound directly in your body. You will start gain a range of options by

exploring vocal color, timbre and quality of tone. Through these series of tools and

explorations, we open up the vocal tract and also play with the mechanisms of the breath.

Breath work centers us in safety in our bodies and calms the female nervous system. We

also dive into the power of our naval point as the center of power, projection and magnetic

communication. 

Once our vocal resonance sits in a place that feels good to us, we create your Sound Sigil -

this is your signature sound or note of your soul's expression. You can access this sound

anytime for grounding, for courage or to feel at home in your body. It also acts as a

doorway to our creativity. It will help you in positions of leadership, in performance or

public speaking and it will create confidence in the way you feel about your voice. Your

sound sigil is a way to fully embrace and embody your sound current (your signature

sound).

02.

Book Your Free Embodied Voice Strategy Session Call:
https://calendly.com/jenee-halstead

https://calendly.com/jenee-halstead/free-discovery-call


 
Book Your Free Embodied Voice Strategy Session Call:

https://calendly.com/jenee-halstead

Here's how it works.
In The Embodied Voice Method, I will take you through my 3 step process: 

COMMUNICATE FROM YOUR VAGINAL VOICE
Once we are centered in our own sound current, we unlock the Vaginal Voice and ignite

our passions! 
Through opening and release and breath work, we make the important connection between our
pelvic floor and jaw, which helps improve both vocal and pelvic floor tone. As we practice various
opening and release methods, we observe with ourselves with compassion and look to our bodies
for feedback of what feels good and aligned. 

We also, track our personal moon cycles (this still works if you are no longer having a

menstrual cycle) to fully connect with what our vaginal voice and body is communicating

and align with our creative life flow. Through journal prompts and meditations we tap into

this regenerative intelligence and passion center. This is the energy that magnetizes our

dreams and heals the gaps in our lives where we have been struggling to embody, to meet

ourselves in our creative purpose and to be fully seen in our power. By giving ourselves

permission to connect and move sound from this sacred center, we unravel shame

programming held within our yoni and tap into deeper creative currents. Also, by

connecting with our vaginal voice we free our physical voice, become stronger in our

boundaries and we shine brighter in our skin. We meet ourselves where we are and

recognize who we are in our Divine Feminine agency. 

03.

https://calendly.com/jenee-halstead/free-discovery-call


 

PRE-WORK

We discover the qualities of the divine feminine and masculine
energies. Over the eight weeks we take inventory of our own
patterns and relationship to these energies that are held within our
own nervous system. Through journaling and meditation prompts, we
create a plan to balance and heal this relationship within ourself.

SESSION 1

SESSION 2

SESSION 3

SESSION 4

FINAL

SESSION 5

We learn sensory scanning to evaluate ourselves and notice areas of
the body that are shut down or have stuck energy. We locate the
spaces with us that need our compassion or energy and we learn to
use our own sound as a tool for self-healing.

We create your personal Sound Sigil and learn how to identify and
listen for our overall sound current.

We activate your voice by opening up the vocal tract and working
with the energy centers and breath to unlock your resonant sound.

This is self-guided work to discover what you would like to get out of
working together. You set your personal goal(s) for the eight weeks.
During this time you can also share any personal details or life
stories that will help us get the most out of our time together.

We continue with the Vaginal Voice by opening up the jaw and
pelvic floor and understanding the importance of this connection
and how each area effects the other. We establish a gentle
connection with of the pelvic floor through breath, sound and
observation.

The final session we do a throat chakra healing and create a plan for
you to move forward with a strategy to continue working with these
tools at your own pace.

We continue to strengthening our sound and communication
through the power of setting and working with the naval point.

With our Sound Sigil established and our naval point set, we dive into
the gifts of the Vaginal Voice. In this session we establish connection
to this voice and our womb space. 

the timeline
 

SESSION 6

SESSION 7



Client Testimonials

Book Your Free Embodied Voice Strategy Session Call:
 https://calendly.com/jenee-halstead/free-discovery-call

"I attended a Zoom workshop in which she shared energy-related tools to get
through the challenges of lockdown in 2020. The workshop was life-changing I
had a direct access to feeling and visualizing the tools she taught. I then started
doing one-on-one sessions to go deeper in those techniques to find peace in
myself after a hard moment in my life. The sessions helped me get in touch with
my wounds, my strengths, and to integrate my true self. I highly recommend
working with Jenee. As I am a leader I am also working with her to find my
authentic voice and trust my instincts. It’s truly a blessing and I am very grateful."

- MORLI MATHYS, ENTREPRENEUR AND CO-FOUNDER OF HUB NEUCHATEL AND
ARBOLIFE

“I am so grateful for the opportunity to work with Jenee. I initially wanted to take

singing lessons to develop my inner voice and singing abilities. I needed to heal

my voice that felt crushed in my previous roles that didn't value my perspective.

Through a series of tools, exercises, and continuous support from Jenee, I started

to see incredible changes in my life. I became more confident in myself and what

I had to say. In addition, I felt stuck in my business. It wasn't until I started to

feeling more confident in my singing abilities, that I also started to feel more

confident in my business and presentation skills. Jenee is an incredible teacher

who is patient, kind, compassionate, supportive, and sensitive to my needs. I

highly recommend working with Jenee.”

-  YELENA GALPERINA, FOUNDER OF PEOPLE SKILLS

“Have you seen that scene in The Big Short where the busy hedge fund manager
takes time out of his workday to play the drums? He knows he needs a creative
break to access new ideas. My weekly vocal lesson with Jenee is that creative
infusion for me. I consider it cross-training. As a career advisor, I talk to people all
day long. Jenee's vocal coaching helps me speak with authority and confidence.
Aside from this practical application, I also look forward to our lesson as a time to
sing freely in front of someone without judgment. I loved singing as a child but
as life got busy I got disconnected from that side of myself. Our lessons bring me
joy and they are a gift I believe everyone should give themselves.”

- MARY MARGARET SKELLY, CAREER ADVISOR

https://calendly.com/jenee-halstead/free-discovery-call
http://hub-ne.ch/
http://hub-ne.ch/
http://arbolife.com/
http://getpeopleskills.com/
https://www.marymargaretskelly.com/


 
1:1 embodied voice Immersion

A two month immersion:
I will walk you step by step through the Embodied Voice Methodology
over 2 months or 8 sessions. You will learn to overcome your lifelong
fear of being seen and heard through your Shakti power so that you
can become a magnetic communicator. You will also learn to tune
into and use your sound current and voice to embody all of who you
are and to move stuck energy from the body. Unlike traditional
leadership or voice coaches, I work specifically with the female
nervous system and the Vaginal Voice and how these connect with
your energy centers and personal power. I will safely guide you
through this transformation.

Techniques, practices and coaching to access your embodied
voice - vocal and breathing practices, visioning work and
meditation, embodiment and  nervous system strengthening
exercises.
Energy and self healing tools to discover and release the limiting
beliefs that are keeping you from embodying your full expression.

Each session incorporates:

We'll meet 4x per month over Zoom for 60 minutes.
Each session is designed to support your specific needs and

goals while also aligning you with your embodied voice and

higher purpose or creative vision.

Your investment:

Pay in full: $1,444

Payment Plan:

3 Payments of $496
Payment Plan:

2 Payments of $744

Investment in 2022:

$2,599



bonuses
UNLIMITED SUPPORT WITH ME ON
VOXER ($400 VALUE) 

We'll use Voxer to stay in touch daily so you can

process what you are learning in the

mentorship and get answers to any questions

that may come up.

LIBRARY OF VOCAL WARMUPS AND
EXERCISES ($199 VALUE) 
You'll have lifetime access to a library of

vocal warmup exercises and strengthening

tools for speaking and singing.

JOURNAL PROMPTS, TEMPLATES AND
HEALING MEDITATIONS ($400 VALUE)
You will receive weekly journal prompts and writing

templates, healings and meditations to assist you on

your embodied voice journey. You will be able to

continue work with this material after the container

is complete.



Client Testimonials

“I always look forward to my time with Jenee. She is
extremely knowledgeable about the voice, the sound
current and techniques on how to access those different
channels and how to care for the voice. She gives me
such encouraging and uplifting advice and tips. I am not
a singer, and do not have a lot of confidence in that
department, I work primarily with Jenee for voice over
and narration training. But her encouragement has
helped me look at my voice and love it in a way that I
never had before. I would recommend Jenee to anyone.
And honestly, I wish I could meet with her weekly for
the rest of my life! If you’re serious about developing
your voice, Jenee is perfect.” 

- Suzanne Warfield, Kundalini Yoga Teacher and Milliner

"It's hard to put into words how important Jenee

has been to my personal growth. I rely on her

intuitive gifts and insight on everything from

career and relationship advice, to input on creative

projects and health goals. And beyond her

empathy, curiosity, and deep well of spiritual

wisdom, she does something many light workers

don't do: She offers practical strategies that put

you in the driver's seat of your healing."

- Jessica Tardy, Creative Director, Writer, 

Producer

https://www.sueleewah.com/
https://www.marineanddeerfield.com/


I can't wait to
connect with

you...

Book Your Free Call

Okay Beauty...how are you doing? 

I know that was a lot of information to take in.

I can't wait to connect with to see how I can help you embody and

transform your voice into a place called home so that you can feel

confident and empowered in creating your biggest dreams and

creative visions for the world.

I believe in you.

Jenee Halstead

INNER SONG
e x p r e s s i o n  a n d  e m b o d i m e n t  c o a c h

https://calendly.com/jenee-halstead/free-discovery-call


THE VOICE IS A 

GATEWAY
TO OUR SOUL.  OUR

EMOTIONS
ARE THE PRIMARY
LANGUAGE OF THE

SOUL.
- JENEE HALSTEAD


